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Summer Exercises 
August 6 
145th 
Commencement 
10:00 a.m.- UD Arena 
The University of Dayton 
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON 
145th COMMENCEMENT 
The University of Dayton regards its Commencement Exercises as among the 
most important ceremonial occasions of the academic year. These exercises are filled 
with symbols and traditions designed to remind us all of the thousands of years that 
universities have existed and their noble purposes. 
The academic costumes of various colors and types are part of the symbolism. 
They are described on the inside of the back cover of this program. The bright blue 
gowns with black trim are worn by those faculty who are serving as University Marshals 
for today's ceremony (see page two of this program). The Marshals wear these 
distinctive gowns as identification of their official capacity to direct the processionals 
of administrators, faculty, and students who wear the more conventional ceremonial 
garb and mortarboard. 
The chief University Marshal carries the University mace and the President wears 
the President's medallion. On stage are the United States and papal flags. So, too, the 
music that is played and the words that are spoken have special significance. For 
example, the deans who have been responsible for the education of the students 
"present" the students as worthy of graduation to the President. In tum, the President 
confers the degrees on behalf of the University. 
At our Commencement ceremonies, which differ from many universities, each 
student's name is read and the President then congratulates that student. The University 
believes that this is an important part of the graduation ceremony. The University also 
has a tradition of faculty coming from their seats behind the stage to congratulate the 
graduating students. These traditions symbolize the caring and person-oriented spirit 
of the University. 
The University hopes you will both enjoy and respect this Commencement. 
You can do both by standing for the processional, the invocation, and the National 
Anthem; by listening during the awarding of the degrees, and by standing to sing the 
University of Dayton Anthem (see the back cover) and for the recessional. We are the 
University of Dayton community, a community which respects and cares for each 
other. The 145th Commencement marks another beginning. Let us rejoice together. 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Thomas). Danis, Chair;James F. Fitz, S.M., Vice Chair; Raymond L. 
Fitz, S.M. , Secretary; Richard A. Abdoo, John W. Berry, Sr., 
Jerome P. Bishop, Sr., Margaret A. Cavanaugh, Richard H. Finan, 
Richard F. Glennon, Stephen M. Glodek, S.M., Max Gutmann, 
Jane G. Haley, Allen M. Hill, Joseph H. Kamis, S.M., George P. 
Kooluris, Dolores R. Leckey, Charles R. McNamee, Mary C. 
Mathews, Stanley G. Mathews, S.M., Clayton L. Mathile, John). 
Moder, S.M. , Charles H. Noll, Ronald L. Overman, S.M., David C. 
Phillips, Thomas M. Roberts, John L. Schaefer, Jerome P. Vander 
Horst, William S. Weprin. 
HONORARY TRUSTEES 
William S. Andersbn, Norman P. Auburn, William R. Behringer, S.M., 
Marion F. Belka, S.M., Erma F. Bambeck, William Bruggeman, S.M., 
George C. Cooper.Junius E. Cromartie,Jr., L. William Crotty, Charles 
W .. Danis, Sr., Robert E. Frazer, Norman L. Gebhart, Thomas F. 
Giardino, S.M., James ). Gilvary, Stanley Z. Greenberg, Sarah E. 
Harris, Anthony). Ipsaro, Maurice F. Krug Richard). Jacob, John). 
Jansen, S.M., Eugene C. Kennedy, Virginia W. Kettering, Thomas A. 
Klein, Maurice F. Krug, Peter H. Kuntz, R. Stanley Laing, Daniel). 
Mahoney, Bruno V. Manno, Robert S. Margolis, Thomas 0. Mathues, 
James W. McSwiney, Gerald M. Miller, Bette Rogge Morse, Kenneth 
P. Morse, Sr., Robert S. Oelman, Gerald S. Office, Jr., Lloyd H. 
O'Hara, Anthony). Pistone, S.M., John). Schneider, S.M., William 
P. Sherman, Pfeife Smith, Richard L. Terrell, John F. Tarley, C. 
William Verity, Hugh E. Wall, Jr., Frederick S. Wood, Louis Wozar, 
Perry B. Wydman. 
ADMINISTRATION 
Raymond L. Fitz, S.M., President; James L. Heft, S.M., Provost; 
Bernard). Ploeger, S.M., Senior Vice President for Administration; 
William C. Schuerman, Vice President for Student Development and 
Dean of Students; Frances Evans Ary, Vice President for University 
Advancement; Christopher Conlon, S.M. , Director of Campus Min-
istry; Gordon A. Sargent, Vice President for Graduate Studies and 
Research and Dean of Graduate Studies; Thomas E. Burkhardt, Vice 
President for Financial Affairs and Treasurer, Ted L. Kissell, Director 
of Athletics. 
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UNIVERSITY MARSHAL 
George B. Shaw, Department of Civil EngineerinrMarshal 
ASSIST ANT MARSHALS 
B. ]. Bedard, Department of English 
Ron]. Burrows, Department of Accounting 
Steven P. Dandaneau, Department of Sociology, Anthropology, and Social Work 
Barbara Deluca, University Honors and Scholars Programs 
Albert Fratini, Department of Chemistry 
]. William Friel, Department of Mathematics 
Patricia A. Johnson, Department of Philosophy 
Donald W. Morefield, Department of Healfh, Physical Education, 
and Sport Science ' 
Daniel F. Palmert, Registrar 
John E. Rapp, School of Business Administration 
Thomas W. Rueth, Department of Counselor Education 
Tony E. Saliba, Department of Chemical and Materials Engineering 
Roberta Weaver, Department of Education 
Timothy Wilbers, Department of Visual Arts 
READERS 
Francis]. Henninger, Department of English 
Donald]. Polzella, Department of Psychology 
PROGRAM NOTE 
This program consists of the names of candidates for degrees. Last minute 
additions or deletions must often be made after the program has been printed. The 
official list of the names of graduates is deposited in the Office of the Registrar. 
Only representatives of the press, authorized by the University Marshal, are 
permitted to take photographs on the floor. 
Guests and visitors may take photographs from the stands only. 
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ORDER OF EXERCISES 
10:00 A.M. 
RAYMOND L. FITZ, S.M. 
PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVERSITY 
Presiding 
PROCESSIONAL .. ..... ......... .... .. .... .. .... ..... ... .. .. .. ........ ... ........ ....... Rev. Tbomas A . Tbompson, SM. 
Mtfflttrl Library 
~ Ae: i AI"' 
INVOCATION .. .... .. ... .... .. .... .. ...... .. .. ....... .... ... .... ..... ......... .... .. .. .... .. .... Sister Nancy Bram/age, S.C. 
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM ..... ... .. ..... ..... .. ..... ... ... ..... ......... ........ .. .. .. .... .... ... .. ... ..... .. Alice C. Hotopp 
WELCOMING REMARKS ... .. .... ..... .. ... ....... ..... ...... .. .... .... .. ..... .... .. ... ... ..... .. ....... ... .. Tbomas]. Danis 
Chair, Board of Trustees 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES ..... .... ... ............. ..... .... ....... .... ........ .. ... .. .. .... ... Raymond L. Fitz, SM. 
Undergraduate Degrees 
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Undergraduate Degrees 
THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Undergraduate Degrees 
lliE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
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Undergraduate Degrees BACCALAUREATE DEGREES 
lliE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Graduate Degrees 
PAUL]. MORMAN, DEAN 
spectaltsts Degrees 
Doctoral Degrees THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF ARTS 
CHEMISTRY 
THE UNNERSITY OF DAYTON ANTHEM .. .. ... ... ........ .. ... ... .. . .. ..... ..... ... .... .... ....... A/tee C. Hotopp AMY JOYCE CLEARY ... .. ........... ........... Kettering. OH 
COMMUNICATION 
RECESSIONAL ........... ........ .. .......... .... ..... .... .. ... ......... .... ..... ... . .. .... Rev. Thomas A. Thompson, SM. 
BRIAN JOSEPH BRAY ...................... Olive Branch , MS PAUL FRANCIS MOUNTEL ............. West Chester, OH 
JEFFREY DANIEL BUTTER .......................... Dayton, OH DENNIS MICHAEL NOLAN ......... ............ . Dayton , OH 
DAVID JOHN MAHON DOERRE ............ St. Louis , MO DAVID FRANCIS PERNICE ........................ Addison, IL 
KATINA LYNETTE EDMONDS ........ ... ............ Elkton, KY MARCO PIKAAR .. ............. ......... .... Beavercreek, OH 
THOMAS PATRICK KEUSENKOTHEN ...... St. Louis, MO CAROLYN O 'HEARN ROBERTS ........ .... ... Dayton , OH 
NEIL ANDREW LUDWIG ....... Cleveland Heights. OH tNANCY LAUREN RYAN ............ ...... Port Jefferson , NY 
Please remain seated during the recessional. tKEVIN DANIEL McCARTHY """" '""""""' Deerfield, IL COLLEEN MARIE McMANUS .......... South Euclid, OH 
ALEX BLAISE SLEMC ""'""""""" Willoughby Hills, OH 
JONATHAN ADAM STOCKER .... ........ . Columbus. OH 
MICHAEL JAMES MORAN ........... Bloomfield Hills, Ml TRACY LYNN THOMAN ........................ Lake Forest, IL 
ECONOMICS 
GRISSELLE E. BELLO ..... ................ .. ....... Bayamo n, PR 
cumlaude 
ENGLISH 
MATTHEW P. ALLEN .......... .......................... Akron. OH t SEAN C. O 'DONNELL ................ ........ Manhasset, NY 
t JEFFREY A. ELDER "" """""""'"" ' " '""""" Dayton , OH STEPHEN P. TUMAN .......... .... ........... Buffalo Grove . IL 
HISTORY 
SHAWN AUSTIN ...... .......................... Painted Post , NY 
INTERIOR DESIGN 
ROBIN LAINE PELTIER .. ......................... .... .. Piqua, OH Well C. SI llcl 1... ................. .. ....... .... .... Foirl.>oro QH 
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES 
MICHELE KATHLEEN BURKY ............... ..... Dayton , OH MICHAEL RYAN SHAUGHNESSY ... .. ........ Dayton, OH 
c um laude EDWARD DAVIS WESLER .... .. .... .. .. ....... Lincolnshire. IL 
4 tin Absentia 5 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
FEDERICO GREMMO .... ................ .. .......... .. .......... Italy t GERALD D. LEE Ill ........ .. .. .. ...... .................... .. .. Erie. PA 
cum laude BETH ANNE WERNER .. .. .......... .. ................ Portage, Ml 
PSYCHOLOGY 
<,;l,IRl9f01 lrn T. ARMS"f - ................ . .yroR,-G JILL MARGARET TURNOCK ........ .. .... ... South Bend. IN 
JEANNE M. LAVERGNE-SELOSSE ....... Rio Pledras. PR 
SPANISH 
DONNA ELAINE RIEMER ............ .... Spring Valley, OH 
~~
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS ' ' ·-
PHOTOGRAPHY 
tMICHEL DANIEL LEROY .... .. .... .... ........ .... .... BIiiings. MT 
STUDIO ART 
SUZANNE KUSSMAN REICHERT .... .... .. ... Kettering. OH 
cumlaude 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF GENERAL STUDIES 
ANTONIO S. L. CAVALIERE ....... Shelby Township, Ml L.A~A MARle 8eR~..f>le .......... .. ... roy;-MI~ 
BRADLEY SEAN DAVIS .......... .. ............ Mishawaka. IN tTIMOTHY PAUL GIBSON .. .. ................. Centerville. OH 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BIOCHEMISTRY 
---3:::;--
JOSEPH EDWARD SCHINSKY .... ............. St. Louis. MO ANESSA DIANE SWARTZ ........ ...... .. ...... Jackson. OH 
_ ? j l3 ~ ...._ _ _ __ m_a_g-na- cum laude 
BIOLOGY 
BRIAN DAVID MURPHY ...... ............ ... East Aurora. NY 
tin Absentia 6 
CHEMISTRY 
t LEANNE PETRY .................................. Waynesville, OH 
COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
ANWAR MOHAMMED ALFARAH .................... Kuwait t D. JASON FULLER ................ . Manhattan Beach. CA 
DEREK JACKSON BECKER ........... Germantown. MD 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
EDWARD deFOREST CURREN IV ...... Strongsville. OH 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
t DARON WAYNE BORST .................... Wilmington. OH CARRIE LENE PRINTISS ........................ Centerville. OH 
ROBERT DAVID COOPER .................. Centerville, OH t,MliblSS <\ MARIE-V0vtES ........................... Toledo,D H 
BRIANT. GIBSON ................................ .. . Westlake, OH 
JAMES G. KNICKLE .. ...... ....................... Kettering, OH ~W-~V~ 
magna cum laude 
HUMAN ECOLOGY 
CAROLINE M. HILT-WILLS ............ .......... Kettering. OH ERIN KATHLEEN PYLE ............................. Ketterin-g. OH 
MATHEMATICS 
GREGORY D. PERRI ................................ Louisville , KY 
magna cum laude 
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
ALLISON LEE BIELLER .......... .. .. .. ............ ... Wexford, PA 
NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGY 
RENEE M. LENTZ ...................................... Gibsonia . PA 
PSYCHOLOGY 
FIONA GRACE MEEHAN .......... ...... ........ Brooklyn, NY STEVEN JOSEPH PRIKOCKIS ........... .. ....... Kirkland . OH 
tin Absentia 7 
THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
SAM GOULD, DEAN 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
ACCOUNTING 
MICHAEL BRADLEY BUX .... .... ................. Dayton. OH TIMOTHY WAYNE LINDEMUTH .... .. ... Englewood. OH 
KEVIN CHARLES BOEHMAN .................. . Dayton. OH t MARIA PAHLITZANAKIS ........ .. ................. Dayton . OH 
cum laude BRYAN MATTHEW PUSKAR .... .. ...... Beavercreek. OH 
ANGELA T. COE ............................ .... ... Trotwood. OH magna cum laude 
DAMON PHILIP HOWARTH ..................... Hebron. OH CHAD DOUGLAS WELCH .... .... ...... .. ....... Newark, OH 
FINANCE ~ 
t HEATHER LYNN GARFORTH .. ............... Pittsburgh.PA 
MANAGEMENT 
TIMOTHY D. APOLITO .... ............ .. ...... CenteNllle. OH 
ROSS CHARLES DEJOHN 111 ..... Highland Heights. OH 
CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL PIELA ....... Worthington. OH 
cumlaude 
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
DUANE EDWARD DYAR .. .............. ...... .... Dayton. OH 
MARKETING 
LORI ANN DAVIS ................ .. ................ Rogersville . TN KATY KRISTINE RYAN .............. .. .................... . Troy. OH 
MATTHEW JOHN FISHER .. .............. Grand Rapids. Ml MOLLY A. SALYERS .... .... .. .. .................. . Kettering. OH 
TOBIN MICHAEL GOODE .............. Grand Rapids. Ml magna cum laude 
CYNTHIA JOY NORUS ................................ Carmel. IN PATRICK WELSH STURGIS .. .. ................ Cincinnati. OH 
cumlaude HEIDI MARIE VAN ANTWERP ............. CenteNille. OH 
PATRICK WILLIAM PURCELL ............ .. ........ Carmel. IN DOUGLAS T. WEIL ............................ .. . Cincinnati . OH 
tin Absentia 8 
THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
PATRICIA F. FIRST, DEAN 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
AARON J. BERNARDO .... ........ .... .............. Toledo. OH KIMBERLY A. MIDLAM .... .... ...................... Dayton.OH 
cumlaude 
EXERCISE SCIENCE AND FITNESS MANAGEMENT 
ALLISON L. BROWN ...... .. ................. Chesterfield, MO AMY CHRISTINE WHILDING ............. Jamestown. OH 
MICHELLE E. EBELING ...................... .. CenteNllle. OH cumlaude 
cumlaude 
HEALTH INFORMATION SPECIALIST 
ANDREA N. BOWEN .......... ................. Columbus. OH 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
ERIC D. COODE ........ ...... ........................ . Mentor. OH tLANCE A. SCHNEIDER ...... .. .. ........ .......... Dayton. OH 
TIMOTHY V. POWELL ...... ....................... Kettering. OH 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
EDWARD J. HARE ........ ......... .... ...... .. ..... Massillon. OH CELINA S. WILLLIAMS .. .. .......................... Franklin. OH 
DORENE F. WILBUR ...... ... ..................... Pittsburgh. PA cumlaude 
SPORT MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 
M. ELIZABETH GLADURA ................. .. ...... Dayton. OH 
magna cum laude 
tin Absentia 9 
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
JOSEPH LESTINGI, DEAN 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
tROGER AZAR ...................... .............. Beirut . Lebanon CRAIG OPPERMAN .... .. .... ...... .... .... ... Centerville, 0~ ,JI 
AMY DUNKMAN .......... .... .. .............. .. .. .. .. .. Sidney. OH ·vt ( I ~ 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF ELECTRICAL Ef GINEERING ~ 
LIONELL BRYANT .... .. .......... .. .................... Dayton. OH DAPHNE MILLER .. .. .. ................ .. ...... .... ...... . Detroit, Ml 
NICHOLAS ENEKWE ............ .. ................... Dayton, OH JOSEPH STAPE .......... .. .............................. Dayton~ H .tfl 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING ] p::-_ 
~ JONATHAN BISTREK ....... .. .. ...... ...... Beavercreek, OH ISSAM ELCHAYEB ..... .. .... .. ....... ........ .... .. ... Dayton.OH 
cum laude JOHN GRACKI ...................... ......... Grand Rapids, Ml 
GREGORY CLEMONS .......................... Brookville , OH KAMARAN HAMPTON ..... .. ............... Fort Mitchell, KY 
cumlaude cumlaude 
J. FRITZ CORY ...................... .... ............. Maumee, OH t OMAR SAIF ........ .. ...... .. ................. .... .. ....... ...... . Kuwait ~ 
lP, ,::-
~ THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
MOHAMMAD AL-RASHIDI .... ....................... .... Kuwait JOHN DWYER ............ ................... .... . Phillipsburg, OH 
cumlaude STEVEN LEWIS ... ................. ........... .......... . Corning. NY 
ADEL AL-SARRAF ............ ............ ............. .. ...... Kuwait YOUSEF MULLA-ALI .... .... ......... ......................... Kuwait 
RICHARD CARTWRIGHT ................ ...... ...... Piqua , OH • SAIi;> S'IID ....................... .......... ,- ••..... 1(1.,lll'Elit 
magna cum laude 
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
AHMAD AL-HADHOUD .. .. ............... .... ............ Kuwait t MARK McNUTT ................... ....... .... ... Donnelsville, OH 
MUTHANNA AL-SALEH ........ .. ................... ..... .. . Kuwait RICARDO RODRIGUEZ .. .. ........... .......... Levlttown. PR 
FADHEL AL-ZALZALAH .... .. .......... ..................... Kuwait 
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
MALCOLM LOVELACE ...... .............. .. Springfield. OH 
tin Absentia 10 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
t MAHDI AL-AJMI ................ .. ...................... ... .... Kuwait ANDREW LOEB .. .. .. .... .... .............. ...... Strongsville, OH 
AHMAD ATASH .... .......... ............ .... .. ... .... ......... Kuwait JAMES RAFTER .. ...... .. .............. .. .. ... .. .. Westerville , OH 
RUSSELL BECHLER .. ................ ........... .. ... Kettering , OH tJOHN STANLEY ...... ..... ........... ........... '. New Carlisle . IN 
RANDY FRAPPIER ........... ................ ...... .. .. Dayton, OH JOHN STITT .... .. ... ...................... ....... West Chester. OH 
GRADUATE DEGREES 
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
PAUL J. MORMAN, DEAN 
GORDON A. SARGENT, VICE PRESIDENT FOR GRADUATE STUDIES 
AND RESEARCH 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF ARTS 
COMMUNICATION 
EUGENIO OBLITAS DIAZ .... .......... Concepcion. Chile TREVOR POTTS ............ .. .... .... .. .. ............... ZionsvHle. IN 
(Journalist. University of Concepcion. '93) (B.A.. Miami University, '92) 
ENGLISH 
MARTHA KLOPFENSTEIN ...... .. .. .......... .... .... Xenia , OH 
(B.A. , University of Dayton. '89) 
PASTORIAL MINISTRIES 
MARILYN BISHOP .... .......... ... .. ........ Beavercreek, OH t JOAN COLLUPY .. .. ......... .......................... Boston, MA 
(B.A. . University of Dayton. '89) (B.S .. St. Joseph College, '91) 
MICHELLE CANO .... .. .................... ....... Tullahoma, TN 
(B.A., University of Notre Dame. '92) 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
tTODD GORMAN ... .... ........... .................. Fairborn. OH t TIMOTHY TIPPETT ....... ... ............ .... ... . Woodbridge. VA 
(B.A.E .. Georgia Institute of Technology, '86) (B.A. . Virginia Polytechnic Institute. '85) 
tin Absentia 11 
PSYCHOLOGY 
SHARYL ALTUM ................................ New Carlisle, OH TINA HOOPER ....... .. .............................. Kettering, OH 
(B.A., Bowling Green State University, '91) (B.S .. University of Evansville. '92) 
t CHARLES BORGER ............................ .... St. Henry, OH CHARLOTTE HUFFER ................... West Carrollton, OH 
(B.A. , St. Joseph's College, '85) (B.S .. University of Dayton, '91) 
t JACQUELINE BRUCKER ...................... CenteNille, OH JENNIFER KUSS .... .......... ........................... .. Clyde, OH 
(B.A. , Case Western ReseNe University, '92) (B.A. , University of Dayton. '92) 
NAN CROY ............................... Highland Heights, KY JENNIFER MARGRETT ................. .... ....... .. . Dayton, OH 
(B.A.. Wheeling Jesuit College , '93) (B.A., University of Minnesota , '92) 
t RHONDA DOUGLAS ...... .......................... Antioch , TN t VICKI SMITH ......................................... Beaverton, OR 
(B.S .. Vanderbilt University. '93) (B.A., Llnfleld College , '93) 
THEOLOGICAL STUDIES 
ROBERT L. BLOOM .................. ..... ...... Oakwood, OH 
(B.S.E .. Ohio State University, '89) 
DEBRA P. DILDAY .......... .... ........... .... ..... Hamilton, OH 
(B.A., University of North Carolina, '93) 
t JUDITH MCELWEE .............. ... ........... Worthington, OH 
(B.A. , Rutgers University, '68) 
tTHOMAS NIESE ........................... .. ............. Leipsic, OH 
(B.A., Ohio State University, · 67) 
LAURA SCHROEDER ............ .... ................. Leipsic, OH 
(B.S .. Bowling Green State University, '80) 
DA'{ID VROOMAN .......... .. .. ..................... Toledo, OH 
(B.S .. , The Defiance College , '61) 
(M.A.. University of Toledo, ' 76) 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF COMPUTER SCIENCE 
MIRTHA CASTELLON .................................... Miami, FL 
(B.S .. Unlversidad Nacional de lngenierla . '92) 
PATRICIA ESTRADA .. ...... San Salvador, El Salvadore 
(B.S .. Universidad de El Salvador. '91) 
ANDRE MARCELLUS GIBBS ................... Kettering, OH 
(B.S .. University of Dayton, '91) 
DANH HO ............ ................. ...... .... Beavercreek, OH 
(B.S .. Weber State College, '89) 
YAN LI ........................ .. ........... ...... ............ Dayton , OH 
(B.S .. South China Normal University, '89) 
-l!DDle bl~J ................ .. .... . Cali 1mh1 ,s 01;1 
(B.3 .. or110 State or11ve1sil9, '91l ~ 
SI l~I IM,O.R MABl:IGYbA- ..... ,, = .......-DO¥iOArGl,I 
{ B.E .. Osi'I IO I lia U, 1i ver'Sttr,"8Sr 
VASANTHAKUMAR MAHESWARAPPA ... Dayton, OH 
(B.E .. University of Mysore, '88) 
HUIKANG SHI ............................................ Dayton , OH 
(B.H .. Shanghai Teachers' University, '82) 
DONALD SNYDER ................................. .. . Dayton. OH 
(B.A., Indiana University, '81) 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
ELIZABETH BLEEKE ................... .................. Dayton , OH ERICK KECK ............................................. Clayton, OH 
(B.B.A .. University of Dayton. '85) (B.A., University of Dayton, '94) 
CATHY HARMAN ..................................... Dayton, OH t GREGORY SAHD ........................... Albuquerque, NM 
(B.A. , Miami University, '84) (B.U .S .. University of New Mexico, '90) 
ANGELA HOUSE ........................... Germantown, OH t GEORGEANN THOMPSON .................... Fairborn . OH 
(B.A. , Miami University, '85) 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF SCIENCE 
(B.A.. Wright State University, ' 82~ ti\ 
'+r 
-r 
JOHN SAWVEL ...... .. .... .. .... .... .................. Athens, OH 
(B.S .. Ohio Northern University, '92) 
tin Absentia 12 
~ I 
l 
THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
SAM GOULD, DEAN 
GORDON A. SARGENT, VICE PRESIDENT FOR GRADUATE STUDIES 
AND RESEARCH 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
t,~f,,IQll,ll,O Ii ii A IC ~I ..... ........ ........ ..... .. .. .......... @e11 I IOI ly 
(Ul'li, efflit7 ef ,o,1:1€JSBt:1rt:} . '96l 
PAUL N. ANDERSEN .............................. Kettering, OH 
(B.A. . Iona College , '72) 
MARIA AUXILIA .. ...................................... Dayton . OH 
(B.S .. University of Madras. ' 82) 
(M.A .. University of Madras. '85) 
t ROBERT D. BOCHENEK .................. Beavercreek. OH 
(B.S .. Wright State University. · 89) 
JOHN HARRIS BOSKO ......................... Columbus. OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University. · 88) 
t JASON REINER BRANDT .................... CenteNille, OH 
(B.S .. Purdue University, '92) 
t JOVONA C . BROWNING .................. CenteNille , OH 
(B.S .. West Virginia Institute of Technology, '85) 
DENNIS W. CLOUSE ................... .... ....... Kettering, OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University, · 87) 
tDAVID NOBLE CORSON II ...................... Dayton , OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University, '80) 
CLIFFORD C . CRADDOCK, JR . ........ .. .... Dayton, OH 
(B.S .. Wright State University, ' 87) 
TIMOTHY H. DAILY .................................. Grayslake, IL 
(B.T .. University of Dayton, '85) 
KIMBERLY ANN DENNIS .. .......................... Dublin, OH 
(B.S .. Franklin University. '90) 
STEPHEN P. DILLON ................................ Fairborn, OH 
(B.S .. University of Cincinnati, · 87) 
t DAWNITA J. DURRELL .... ...... ............... Columbus, OH 
(B.B.A .. Tennessee State University, '87) 
TERESA ANN FAUST .................. ...... .... CenteNille, OH 
(B.A., University of Dayton, '92) 
MICHELE FIORE .......... ...... ............ .... ........ .... ...... Italy 
(Diploma di laurea di dottore, University of Rome. '93) 
ROSIE A. FOWLER ..... .. ........................ Columbus, OH 
(B.S .. Franklin University, ' 75) 
ROBERT EDWARD FRANCISCUS II Reynoldsburg , OH 
(B.S .. Ohio University, '90) 
t ALEXANDER FRANK .................................... Germany 
(University of Augsburg) 
ROBIN MLADA GALSTAD ......................... Dublin , OH 
(B.B.A., University of Wisconsin , '85) 
t PAULA A. GIBSON ...... ...... ............ ... ........ Dayton, OH 
(B.S .. Park College, '90) 
t MARSHA S. GILLEN ...... .... ................. .. Maineville, OH 
(B.B.A .. Ohio University. '90) 
RITA MARIE GOFF ................................. Kettering, OH 
(B.S .. University of Dayton. '92) 
LaDAWN RENETTE GURLEY ................. Trotwood, OH 
(B.S .. University of Dayton , '88) 
t DREW ALAN HARBACH ................. Spring Valley, OH 
(B.S .. University of Dayton. '89) 
JASON E. HARDY .... ... ......................... Columbus. OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University, '92) 
tWESLEY HATFIELD, JR ................... Spring Valley , OH 
(B.S .. University of Kansas. '87) 
t MARK HURLEY ..................... .. ............ San Antonio, TX 
(B.E.E .. University of Dayton , '92) 
- ~m lDA L. IW,1AP~ .......... ...... .. ....... West-Glales*er,-QM--,.. 
.~ .s., OF1io Ste+e-t1niversi~8~ 
TERESA ELIZABETH JOHNSON ............. Columbus, OH 
(B.B.A.. Marshall University, '92) 
'j;CATWA~l~JA E. l(RIEGBAUM ...... .. · .. .. ... .. ...... GerFAOR'/ 
.(I IAii 'lli'lii*',< gf A t:i§SBt:ir~~ 
t RAINER KRIMSHANDL ........... .. ....... .. ..... ...... Germany 
(University of Augsburg) 
MARY A. LACEY ............................. Beavercreek, OH 
(B.S .. East Carolina University, '66) 
(M.A. in Education , Arizona State University, '73) 
t ANDREAS G. LASCHKE .......... .... ...... .... ....... Germany 
(University of Augsburg) 
ANNE LATCHFORD .... .. ........ .. ...... .. .. .... .... Dayton, OH 
(B.S .. Indiana University, '92) 
LEE ALLEN LEMKE ..................................... Marlon, OH 
(B.S .. Ohio Northern University, • 84) 
KAREN LYNN LeVERT .. .................. ...... Columbus.OH 
(B.B.A .. Eastern Michigan University, '84) 
t JOHN EDWARD LYONS ..................... WesteNille , OH 
(B.S., Bowling Green State University, '84) 
KEjVIN J. MAAG ..................... Canal Winchester. OH 
(B.S., DeVry Institute of Technology, '87) 
DONALD MANUEL MAYES ... Canal Winchester, OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University, '86) 
t JULIE DIANA MUEHLENKAMP-SMITH .... Kettering, OH 
(B.S .. University of Dayton, '90) 
ERICH WILLIAM MURRAY .... ............... CenteNille, OH 
(B.S .. University of Dayton. '92) 
tDAVID J. O'DONNELL .................. ........ .. Dayton. OH 
(B.S .. Pennsylvania State University, ' 88) 
tBRIAN E. PAGE ......... .. ........ .... ............ CenteNiiie , OH 
(B.S .. Miami University, '90) 
L. DOUGLAS PETITT .. .. ............................... Dayton , OH 
(B.S., University of Louisville , · 85) 
CHANTE LE MARIE PUTNAM ......... Huber Heights. OH 
(B.S .. Park College, '89) 
MATTHEW ROBERT REGNER ...... .... ....... Kettering, OH 
(B.S .. Miami University, '90) 
ROGERIO ROCHA RIBEIRO .... .... ............. . Powell , OH 
(B.S .. Pontifical Catholic Univ. of Rio de Janeiro, '85) 
MICHAEL B. RICE ..................................... . Dublin, OH 
(B.S .. Ohio University, '90) 
LAWRENCE PATRICK RYAN .............. Springboro, OH 
(B.S., University of Dayton. ' 85) 
TERRY BRENT SANDRIDGE .................. Gahanna, OH 
(B.A. , Otterbein College, '93) 
ANGKHANA SANGUANCHARTSORNKRAI . Dayton, OH 
(B.B.A .. Thammasat University-Thailand , '88) 
RUSSIYA SATAVUTHI ..................... Bangkok, Thailand 
(B.B.A., Thammasat University-Thailand. '92) 
tELKE SCHNEIDER ......................................... Germany 
(University of Augsburg) 
JEFFREY SCOTT SCHRODER ........... Beavercreek, OH 
(B.S., Wright State University, '87) 
TAMBORAH SUE SCHULZE .... .. ........ ......... Dublin , OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University, · 89) 
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G . SCOTT SINGER .. .. .. ........ .. ................... Oak Park, Ml 
(BA , Case Western Reserve University, '89) 
DAVID J. SPAN .................................... Rockaway, NJ 
(B.BA University of Massachusetts, '87) 
JOHN T. ST. GERMAIN ......................... Columbus, OH 
(B.BA , University of Cincinnati . '76) 
t STEFEN STEIB ................................................. Germany 
(University of Augsburg) 
ERIC JOHN STEINMETZ ........................ Columbus, OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University, '86) 
E. GORDON STRONG .... .. ........ .. .... Beavercreek, OH 
(B.S .. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, '85) 
(M.S .. University of Dayton, '91) 
CHRISTOPHER D. TERRY .................. New Carlisle, OH 
(BA. Ohio Northern University. '92) 
FRED A. THIELSCH .... ........... Oschelbronn. Germany 
(Dlplom-Kaufmann. University of Augsburg . '95) 
tDAHN MICHELLE THOMPSON .............. Kettering. OH 
(B.S .• Ohio State University. '90) 
TAVIA TROST .................................. West Chester. OH 
(B.S .. Miami University. · 88) 
MICHAEL GERARD UEBER ......... .. ............ Dublin . OH 
(B.S .• Purdue University. '87) 
LISA ELAINE WILLIAMS ........................ Columbus. OH 
(B.S .. West Virginia University. '84) 
GREGORY ALLEN WOLFENBARGER ... Vandalia . OH 
(B.S .. University of Kentucky. '90) 
(B.BA . University of Kentucky, '90) 
lfJ ~ 
THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
-%@ 
PATRICIA F. Frnst, DEAN 
GORDON A. SARGENT, VICE PRESIDENT FOR GRADUATE STUDIES 
AND RESEARCH 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
ART EDUCATION 
tPATRICIA BOONE ................................. Kettering. OH CAROLYN NEWHOUSE .. ......................... Dayton, OH 
(B.F.A .. Eastern Michigan University. '86) (B.FA, Mississippi State College for Women. '72) 
BUILDING LEADERSHIP 
JO-ANNA DEMOTTE .... .. ..... .... .................. Sidney. OH BEVERLY VAN DEN EINDE ....................... Dayton, OH 
(B.S .. Bowling Green State University. '90) (B.S.B.A .. St. Joseph's College. '88) 
CHILD/YOUTH DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST 
PEGGY ANDERSON ... .... ... ........ .... .... ... St. Mary 's. OH FRANCINE MILLER ..................................... Sidney. OH 
(B.S .. Wright State University. '91) (B.S .• Bowling Green State University . '89) 
NANCY BROWN .................................. Pataskala, OH tTRACIE PEPKE .......................................... Ottawa. OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University. '73) (B.S .• Kentucky Christian College, '90) 
t ROBERT BUSINGER ... ................................ Jenera, OH QUENTIN REESE ......................... Jackson Center. OH 
(BA. Bluffton College . · 81 ) (B.S .. Ohio State University. '89) 
t SALLY DEAL .... : .... .. ............ ....... .... .. Bellefontaine. OH t WENDIE SWARY .................................... Pandora . OH 
(B.S .. Miami University. ·69) (BA . Bluffton College, '88) 
t TONY ENGLAND ........................... Benton Ridge. OH tLAUREL WELLS ............................ .... Pleasant City, OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University. '77) (B.S .. Ohio State University, '76) 
t DONOVAN FOLLAS .................... .. ........ Arlington.OH 
(BA . University of Findlay. '84) 
COLLEGE STUDENT PERSONNEL SERVICES COUNSELING 
t REBECCA G . GARVIN ....... .... ............ ... Kettering. OH 
(B.G .S .. Ohio University, '75) 
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COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION 
MARTHA CAIN ........ .. ..... .................... Covington, OH DAVID FLORKEY .................. .. .. ............. Brookville, OH 
(B.S. , Malone College, '82) (B.S .. University of Dayton , '83) 
t LISA CRAFT .................................................... Troy, OH t DARLA PATRICK .................... .. ..... ............ Dayton . OH 
(B.S .. Wright State University, '90) (B.S .. Wright State University, '91) 
t KIMBERLY DUNN ................................ Covington , OH 
(B.S., Wright State University, '92) 
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
t JENNIFER NEU ........ .. .............. ... .. .... Miamisburg, OH DEBRA ZIMMERMAN ................................. Sidney, OH 
(B.S .. University of Dayton , '86) (BA, Ohio Northern University , '77) 
t PATRICIA SEIPEL ............................... Kansas City, MO 
(BA . Avila College, '75) 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION 
KATHERINE ADAMS ................................. Dayton, OH 
(AB .. Wilmington College, '91) 
MICHAEL APWISCH .................................. . Piqua, OH 
(B.S .. Wright State University, '80) 
t JAMES ATCHLEY ................................. Greenville . OH 
(B.S., Wright State- University, '88) 
tSTACEY BAUMGARDNER .............. . Spencerville, OH 
(B.S., Wright State University, '89) 
REGINALD BAXTER ..................................... Xenia , OH 
(B.S .. Central State University, '82) 
t J. MICHAEL BERNARD ........ ..... . Washington CH, OH 
(B.S .. University of Dayton , '90) 
t ALBERT L. BIANCO .......... .. ............. Beavercreek, OH 
(B.S .. Gardner-Webb College, '86) 
tSUSAN BONE .................. .. ................... Columbus, OH 
(BA, Ohio Dominican College, '81) 
LAURA BOWERS ............. .. .... .... ................... Utica, OH 
(B.S .. Bowling Green State University, '90) 
BILLY BROOKS ................. .... ..................... Dayton , OH 
(B.S .. Central State University, ·82) 
LOIS BURNETT .............................. South Webster, OH 
(B.S .. Rio Grande College, '80) 
ANGELA BUTTERMAN .. .. ............................. Alger.OH 
(B.E. , University of Toledo, '93) 
tCARO L CAPOCCI ............ .. ................ Ostrander, OH 
(B.S .. University of Akron, ' 76) 
BRADLEY CLARK ...... .. ................ .. ........ ... ... Cairo, OH 
(B.S .. Wright State University, '86) 
KATHY COMER ................................ Spencerville , OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University. '79) 
t TERESA CONGDON .. ................ ........ ......... Piqua , OH 
(BA , Wittenburg University , '89) 
t KELLY DYE .................... ..................... ..... Rockford, OH 
(BA, Bluffton College, '88) 
t DEBORAH EARLEY ........................... Waynesville , OH 
(B.S., University of Dayton, '89) 
KRISTA EICHHOLTZ ......................... Bellefontaine, OH 
(B.S .. Ohio University, '91) 
tin Absentia 
t ROBERT ERHART .......... .. .................. Middletown, OH 
(B.A .. Xavier University, '87) 
FOREST ETHEREDGE ............... .................. Rockford, IL 
(B.A. , Catholic University of America, '78) 
BEVERLY FANNING-CLARK ....... ... New Knoxville , OH 
(B.S .. Ashland College, '76) 
TRACY FERGUSON ............................ Wilmington, OH 
(B.S .. Miami University, '91) 
tBETTE FOSTER ................. ....................... McArthur, OH 
(B.S .. Rio Grande University, '73) 
t JAMES FOSTER .... ........ ...... .... .......... .... . McArthur. OH 
(B.S .. Rio Grande College, '71) 
t SHELLY FREASE .... .. .............................. Maineville , OH 
(B.S .. Miami University, '91) 
SUSAN GLADNEY ...... .. ............................. Dayton , OH 
(B.S .. Wright State University, '90) 
SHELLY GOSSARD ........................ ...... .... ...... Lima, OH 
(B.S .. Bowling Green State University, '82) 
t KYLE GRAY .................... .... ...... .. ...... ...... ...... Xenia , OH 
(AB .. Wilmington College, ·91) 
STEPHANIE GRAY ........ .. ........................... Dayton , OH 
(B.S., Wright State University, '89) 
APRIL GREEN ......................................... Bellbrook, OH 
(B.S .. Bowling Green State University , '85) 
CARLETTA GRIFFIS-ANDERSON ... Reynoldsburg , OH 
(B.S .. Southern Illinois University, '84) 
ROBIN HALLEY .............. .. .. .. .. .. .............. Circleville, OH 
(B.S .. Ohio University, '91) 
JACQUELINE HARDMAN .. ...................... Bremen , OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University. '70) 
ALLISON HAYES ............................. .. ........ . Kenton . OH 
(B.S .. University of Dayton. '92) 
t DELMAR HAYNES ................................... Jackson. OH 
(B.S .• Ohio University. '72) 
t JASON HEMMELGARN ... .. ........ .. ... New Bremen. OH 
(B.S .. Bowling Green State University. '92) 
FRANK HESS ...................................... Middletown, OH 
(B.S .. Wilmington College. '89) 
tTIMOTHY HOLLAND ............................. New Paris. OH 
(B.S .. Cumberland College. '85) 
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tKENNETH HOLLIDAY .......................... Wilmington. OH 
(B.A. . University of Cincinnati . ·84) 
JIMMY HOLLINGER ............................... Richmond, IN 
(B.S .. Rio Grande University, ' 78) 
MICHAEL HOLWEGER ........................ Gahanna, OH 
(B.A. , Wittenberg University, '93) 
tKEITH HORNER .................... .... .... ........... Uniopolis, OH 
(B.S., Ohio State University, '90) 
tKAREN HOWELL ...................................... Oak Hill , OH 
(B.S .. Rio Grande College, '89) 
BRIAN HUNT ........................ .. ........... Rushsylvania , OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University, '90) 
KELLY HUTSON .................................... Springfield, OH 
(B.S .. Ohio University, · 84) 
PAUL IMHOFF ........ .... .......... ...... .... Reynoldsburg, OH 
(B.S .. Miami University, '90) 
tKELLY JAY .................................... .. ....... St. Mary's, OH 
(B.A. , University of Findlay, • 88) 
DARYL D. JONES .............. ...................... .. Dayton , OH 
(B.S .. University of Cincinnati. · 81) 
TILLMAN KARL ............................. .. .... .. . Van Wert. OH 
(B.S .. Bowling Green State University, '7 1) 
MARK KIEFFER ...................................... .... Kenton, OH 
(B.S., Southern Illinois University, 79) 
tJEFF KIRACOFE .......................................... Eaton, OH 
(B.S .. Wright State University, '91) 
RICHARD KRIEGEL .................... .. .. .. Johnsonburg, PA 
(B.S .. Clarion State College, 71) 
t SUSAN KUEHL ............................. .. ..... Englewood , OH 
(B.S .. Wright State University, • 88) 
STEPHEN LAYMAN .............. .. ............ ........ Kenton, OH 
(B.S., Ohio State University, 70) 
t KATHLEEN LEE .................... .. ............... Springfield, OH 
(B.S .. Wright State University, '90) 
SCOTT LeVAN ............................ West Mansfield, OH 
(B.A. , Bluffton College, '91) 
t MARK LUCAS ..................................... Springfield, OH 
(B.A. , Wright State University, · 86) 
..... JANE McGEE .... .................. .............. ..... Sylvania, OH 
(A.B .. Trinity College, '68) 
tZELENE MINNICH ..................................... Pitsburg , OH 
(B.S., Wright State University, · 88) 
ARTEMUS MITCHELL .... ............................. Dayton , OH 
(B.S .. Wright State University, ' 77) 
tTAD MITCHELL .................. ................ Manchester, OH 
(B.S .. Ohio University, '91) 
MICHELLE MONTGOMERY .......... . Reynoldsburg , OH 
(B.A., Ohio Dominican College, ' 80) 
tGAIL MOORE ........... .. .......................... ....... Union, OH 
(B.S .. Wright State University, '88) 
tDANIEL MORRIS ................................. Westerville , OH 
(B.A., Otterbein College, '86) 
t REBECCA MORRISON .................. ...... Gahanna. OH 
(B.S. , Ohio State University, '82) 
MICHAEL MYERS ........ ............................ Rushville . OH 
(B.A. , Capital University , '89) 
DENNIS NEWELL .................... ........... Middletown, OH 
(B.S .. Miami University, ' 90) 
MARIE NOVACHEK .......... ................... . Pittsburgh, PA 
(B.S .. Carlow College, '66) 
tin Absentia 
OSATOHANMWEN OSEMWENGIE ..... Columbus. OH 
(M.A., University of Cincinnati. '84) 
(M.Ed .. University of Cincinnati. '85) 
(DED .. University of Cincinnati . '89) 
(M.Ed .. University of Cincinnati. ' 89) 
GARY PFISTER .. ............................................... Troy, OH 
(B.S .• Edinboro University, '88) 
LINDA RHOADS .. .............. .. ...... .... .......... Hillsboro, OH 
(A.B .. Morehead State University, '81) 
AMY RISCH ...... ...................................... Kettering, OH 
(B.S .. Ohio University, '93) 
af'MICHAEL J. ROBACK .............. ............ .. . Waverly , OH 
(B.S .. Ohio University, '86) 
GAIL SCHISSLER ............................ ..... Springfield, OH 
(B.S .. Miami University, '75) 
NICOLE SCHMIDT .................................. Sardinia, OH 
(B.A. , Northern Kentucky University, '92) 
SUE SCHMITZ .... ....................................... Bremen, OH 
(B.A. , Capital University, '68) 
JEFF SCHULTZ ........................ ........... Pleasant Hill , OH 
(B.S .. Bowling Green State University, '89) 
t KIMBERLY SEAVER ...... .... .......... .... ............ Minster, OH 
(A.B .. College of Mount St. Joseph, '80) 
t RALPH D. SHANER ......................... Wapakoneta, OH 
(B.S .. Bowling Green State University, '80) 
ANTHONY SHAVER ...................... .. ......... Goshen , OH 
(B.S .. Wright State University, '90) 
tSUSAN SHERMAN ..................................... Minster. OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University, '91) 
PAMELA SMITH ........................ .. ...... Spencerville, OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University, 73) 
JEAN SMYTHE .................................. New Albany, OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University, '67) 
tTIMOTHY STALEY ..................... Columbus Grove. OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University, · 87) 
JANET STEINKE ............................... Wapakoneta , OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University, '89) 
ANNE STEVENSON .................. .. .... ...... .... . Dayton, OH 
(B.S .. University of Dayton. '68) 
tPAULINE SWAN ....................... South Charleston, OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University, '79) 
tROZANNE SWOPE ................................ Edgerton. OH 
(B.Ed .. University of Toledo. '80) 
SYLVIA TORREY .... ... .................... ........ Columbus. OH 
(B.A., Capital University, '87) 
tMARTIN TUCKER ............ ...... ................ Lewisburg, OH 
(B.S .. Wright State University, '91) 
DARLENE M. TURNER .............. ................ Peebles. OH 
(B.S .. Ohio University, ' 88) 
t ANTHONY UZZEL ......... .... .... .... .... .. ...... .. ... Dayton, OH 
(B.A., Wright State University, '87) 
t ANDREA WALLACE .................. .... .. ...... .... Bethel, OH 
(A.B .. Wilmington College, '89) 
y JUDY WALSH ................... ......................... Batavia .OH 
(B.S .. Miami University, ' 92) 
tDORLA WARVEL .... .. ............................ Arcanum, OH 
(B.S .. Indiana Wesleyan University. '88) 
JULIE WERRING ....................................... Batavia, OH 
(B.A. , Northern Kentucky University , '90) 
GARY WILCOXON ......... .. .................... Circleville, OH 
(B.S .. Ohio University, ' 88) 
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CARLYN WILLIAMS .......... .. ....................... Dayton. OH 
(B.S .. Park College, '93) 
MARY WILLIAMS ..................................... Portage ' OH 
(A.B .. Mary Manse College, '63) 
t MICHAEL WOOD ................................... Wellston, OH 
(B.S .. Rio Grande College, '74) 
t LINDA YOCOM .. .. ............... .... .................. Oxford , OH 
(B.S .. Wright State University, '83) 
t MICHAEL YOHEY .. ................................. .... Celina . OH 
(B.S .. Wright State University , · 88) 
VALERIE ZAIDAIN-DUPLER ......... West Carrollton. OH 
(B.S .. Bowling Green State University, '92) 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ANN AARONSON ................................ Bellbrook, OH DEBRA GARMHAUSEN .......................... .. . Sidney, OH 
(B.A., Siena Heights College, '74) (B.S .. Miami University, ' 72) 
PEGGY BACK .. ................................ ..... Circleville , OH MARCIA HAYES .................... .. ............. Columbus. OH 
(B.S .. Miami University, 73) (B.S .. Ohio State University, · 88) 
CATHERINE BEARD ....................... Wapakoneta. OH ROSEMARY MULLER ...... .......... ............ Columbus, OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University, '74) (B.A. , Incarnate Word College, '73) 
SUZANNE BELL .... .... .. ............................ Blacklick, OH d, JILL STELZER .................................. .... . Englewood , OH 
(B.A., Case Western Reserve University, '71) (B.S .. Miami University, '91) 
BETH BOOSE-JOHNSON ......................... Dayton, OH tMARY TOOPS ........................ ..... ......... Lancaster, OH 
(B.S .. University of Dayton . '88) (B.S .. Ohio State University, '74) 
TERRY BROWN ................ .. ................... Columbus, OH CHRISTINA WATTS .... ..... .. .. .......... ........ ....... Piqua . OH 
(B.S .. Ohio University, '76) (B.S .. Miami University, ' 73) 
PATRICIA FERGUSON .................. .. Beavercreek, OH SHIRLEY WELSHANS ............ ................. Columbus. OH 
(B.S .. Wright State University, '71) (B.S .. Ohio University, ' 77) 
KAREN FRITTER ........................................... Powell , OH SUZANNE WILLIAMS .. .. ........................... Fairborn, OH 
(A.B .. Ohio Dominican College, '70) (B.S., Wright State University, · 72) 
INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES 
V' VISHA RITTER ....................................... Springfield , OH t JENNIFER VANCE ................................. Brookville. OH 
(B.S., Miami University, '68) (B.S., Wright State University, '85) 
tKIMBERLY SLOUGH-JORDAN ............... Arlington , OH 
(B.A. , Ohio Northern University, '85) 
LITERATURE AND WHOLE LANGUAGE 
MICHELLE BUSHNELL .... .............. .. Huber Heights. OH tPHYLLIS MILLER ......................... West Alexandria, OH 
(B.S .. Wright State University, '90) (B.S .. Miami University, '90) 
tSUE CHANEY .............................. .... Bellefontaine, OH VIRGINIA OSTBERG ........................ Spring Valley, OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University, 79) (B.S .. Wright State University. '71) 
tJUANITA COCKLIN .... .......................... Marysville, OH tKATHY PENFIELD ....................................... Dayton. OH 
(B.S .. Urbana College . '74) (B.S .. Wright State University, '74) 
CAROL HENRY ...... .. ........ .. .. ........... Beavercreek, OH tSARA RY AN .................. .... .............. Beavercreek, OH 
(B.S., Wright State University, ' 88) (B.S .. Wright State University, ' 89) 
SHARON JONES ...... ........ .......... .... ........... Dayton . OH tJACQUELINE SANDERS ........................... Dayton , OH 
(B.S. , University of Dayton , '75) (B.S .. Wright State University, '91) 
STEPHANIE KORTYNA ...................... . West Milton. OH tRUTH SILVERS .......... .... ...... ........ .................. Xenia, OH 
(B.S .. University of Dayton . '85) (B.S .. Central State University, • 65) 
t DIANE McDONALD ...... .... ....................... Dayton , OH TERRI THOMAS ........ .... ........................... Fairborn, OH 
(B.S .. Wright State University, '90) (B.S .. Ohio State University, '89) 
RHONDA METCALF .......... ... .. ............. Centerville, OH KAREN WILLIAMS .......... .. ..................... .. . Dayton , OH 
(B.S .. Cumberland College, '85) (B.S .. University of Dayton . '90) 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
tSTEVEN CONLEY ............ .... ................. Marysville, OH 
(B.A. , Otterbein College, '82) 
tDONALD FULLER ...... ................ .. .... .... . Covington. KY 
(B.A. . Northern Kentucky University. '87) 
tin Absentia 17 
READING TEACHER SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY 
t KELLY BRAUN .................... ... ... ... ......... Springfield, OH 
(BA , Marietta College:'91) 
t JODI HOUSEMAN .......... ... , .. .... .. .... .... Springfield, OH 
MARLENE NICHOLS ........ .. .................... .. .... Cairo.OH 
(BA, Bluffton College, '79) 
JEANNE RICHARDSON ................ ........... Dayton. OH 
STEPHANIE CAMERON .... .... .. .... .. .............. . Union. OH 
(BA. Wright State University , '92) 
(B.S., Bowling Green State University, '90) (B.S.E. , Temple University, '90) 
STACY McMAHON .. .. .... .. .............. .. ............. Troy, OH 
(B.S .. Grace College , '90) 
t CHERYL UPPERMAN ........ .............. .. ... Columbus. OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University, '91) SECONDARY EDUCATION 
SCHOOL COUNSELING SHELLY SUE BECKER ............................ Columbus, OH (A.B .. West Liberty State College, '90) 
NANCY FISHER ........ .. .... .. .................... Columbus, OH 
(B.S .. Bowling Green State University, 74) 
PAULETTE ALLEN .... .. .......................... .... .. . Dayton , OH MICHAEL HENSON ................ ............ ...... Urbana, OH 
..f1'ATRICIA BRANSCOME .... .. .. ......... .... ... Tipp City, OH 
(B.S. , Wright State University, '90) 
t KIMBERLY SHAW .................................... Fairborn, OH 
(B.S. , Wright State University , '91) 
(B.S .. Bowling Green State University, '79) (BA. Urbana College, 78) 
JUDITH ALZNER .................. .. .... .... ....... Springfield. OH 
(B.S .• Ohio State University. · 65) 
tKELLEY ANDERSON ................ .. .................. Xenia . OH 
(BA , Cedarville College. '89) 
JOYCE ANN ATCHISON ........ .. .... .. Spring Valley, OH 
(B.S .. University of Dayton. '88) 
t RICHARD BLATT .. .. .......................... . Pickerington, OH 
tGAIL HOFFMAN ....................................... Dunkirk. OH 
(BA, Asbury College, '86) 
CLE MY KE I DAN ................ .. .................. . Blacklick. OH 
(B.S .. University of Cincinnati . '76) 
tRQNALD KRESS ...................................... Fletcher. OH 
(B:S .. Ft. Wayne BJble College, '76) 
JULIE LEE ........................................ .... .. ...... Sidney, OH 
'icaM~e-c/'? ' IALAG ~ Y_co~Ns~ . o L GDITH BERSOFF .. (~ .. 1...:.~ ... ~~~0H tJO UAJ~ .. .. ..................................... Lima . OH B.S .. Franklin University, '93) (BA , University of Dayton. '91 ) ANIEL BILL .................... ...... .... .. ...... ... Delaware . OH t BRIDGET HAFFELT .................................. Gallipolis, OH (B.S .. Franklin University, '92) (B.S .. Rio Grande College, '86) 
(B.S .. Ohio State University, 77) (B.S .. Defiance College, '85) SUZANNE BYRD .... .... .. .... .. .. .............. ......... Dublin, OH KATHY HENRY ........................................... Dayton. OH 
~ ARIA BUCCI .... .. .... ............ .................. ... Powell , OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University, · 81) 
ALAN LUTE ................ .... ........ .... ...... .... .. Lucasville, OH 
(B.S .• Ohio University, '87) 
(BA , Ohio State University, '91) (B.S .. University of Dayton, '75) 
AMY CARMODY .. .. .. .... .. .... ............... Englewood. OH JACQUELINE HESS .... .. .......... ........ ............ Powell. OH 
WANDA CHAMBERS .. .. ...................... ... Kettering, OH BETH McKEAL .... .. .... .. .................. .... .... .... .. Bexley, OH (B.S.H .. Ohio University , '90) (BA. Wittenberg University, '86) 
(B.S .. University of Dayton , '85) (B.S .. Miami University, 76) PHILIP CAVEN ....................................... Blacklick. OH JOYCE HOJNACKI ...... .. ...................... Columbus, OH 
tROXANNE CHIVINGTON .... .. .... .... .. .. .. ... Fletcher. OH DAVIDS. MORROW ................ South Charleston. OH (B.F.A .. Southern Method ist University, '88) (B.S., Medaille College. 70) 
(B.S .. Taylor University, '80) (B.S .. Ohio University, '85) t DONALD CHELMAN .... .. .... .................. .... Dayton. OH (M.S .. Canisius College. '77) 
STEPHEN CIRCLE ........ .............. .. ........... . Fairborn. OH t TIMOTHY O'HARE ............ .... .. .. .. .. New Lexington, OH (BA , Miami University, '92) WENDY HOPE .... ...... ...... .. ...... .. .. .......... Columbus. OH 
(BA, California State University, '84) (BA . Georgetown College, 72) CLYTEMNESTRA CLARKE .......... .......... Columbus. OH (B.S .. Ohio State University, '92) 
AMY DUNAWAY .... .. ...... .......... .......... ...... Dayton, OH JOSEPH ODER ...................... .. ............ Mt. GIiead, OH (B.S .. Franklin University, '93) tDEDRICK HOWARD ................................. Dayton . OH 
(B.S., Bowling Green State University, '92) (BA, Muskingum College, '86) KIM COLLINS .............................. .... .. .. . Columbus. OH (BA , Ohio State University. '90) 
RINDA ERNST .... .. .... .. .... .................. ..... Columbus, OH tBOBBI PAYNE ................ .. ........................ . Ironton. OH (BA , Urbana University, '92) JOSEPH HUMENAY .... .............. .. ........ Grove City, OH 
(B.S .. University of Cincinnati. '79) 
;,KATHERINE EVANS .. .. .. .... .. ............ Reynoldsburg, OH 
(B.S .. Ohio University, '90) 
BIACINA RICHARDSON ........ ...... .. ..... Groveport. OH 
tJOANNE COOPER .... .. ................ ........ Columbus, OH (BA. Ohio Northern University, '91) 
(BA, Ohio State University, '81) tRENEE JOHNSON ...... .. ...... .. .... .... ........ Cincinnati, OH 
(B.S .. Bowling Green State University, '84) (B.S .. Ohio Dominican College, '91) tPATRICIA DEINLEIN ............................. Columbus. OH (B.S .. Central State University, '88) 
at' MICHAEL EV ANS .. .. .... .. ................. Reynoldsburg. OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University, '81) 
t RUTH FRANKEY ...... .. .. .. .. .. ...................... Hamilton, OH 
(B.S. , Miami University, 75) 
tSUSAN GALLOWAY .. .. .................... .. . Grove City, OH 
(B.S .. Miami University, '86) 
tDAWN GILLAM .... .. ........................ ... Indian Lake, PA 
(B.S .. Liberty University, '92) 
tSUZANNE GLOVER ............................. ... Southfield, Ml 
LILLIE ROBINSON ................................. Columbus, OH 
(BA, Ohio State University, '82) 
DONNA SCHMITMEYER .. .. .... ......... New Bremen, OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University, '90) 
JULIE SCHOSKER .................. .... .. ..... Spencerville, OH 
(B.S .. Bowling Green State University, '83) 
STEVEN SMITH .......... .................... ...... .... .. .. ... Lima. OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University, '89) 
RAMARIE SWART ........ .. .. ...... ............... Columbus, OH 
(BA. Edgecliff College , '69) VICTORIA JOHNSON .......................... Columbus, OH 
tTERENCE DONOHUE ........................... Gahanna. OH (B.S .. Ohio State University, ' 71 ) 
(B.S .. Boston State College , '81 ) EDITH KABIA ........................................ Columbus. OH 
WILLIAM DOWLING ........................ Worthington. OH (B.S .. Franklin University, '84) 
(B.S., Wisconsin State College. '53) tKEVIN KINCER ...... .... .. .... ................... Springboro. OH 
(M.S .. University of Wisconsin. '55) (A.B .. Wilmington College, '87) 
(Ph.D .. University of Wisconsin, '59) t JOELLEN KING ................ .. .. .... ...... .... .... .... Marlon, OH 
LINDA EDGE ............................ .. .......... Columbus. OH (BA. Jersey City State College, '74) 
(B.S., Maharishi European Research University, '77) tLINDA KRIEGER .... ............................... Columbus. OH 
(B.S .. Miami University, '82) 
tWILDA GUDORF .. .................. .... ...... New Carlisle, OH 
(B.M.Ed., Ohio State University, 73) 
(M.A .. Ohio State University, '77) 
(M.S .. Northwestern University, '80) (B.S .. Ohio State University. · 69) 
CAROL EIFERT ................................. .. ... Vandalia, OH JANE KUHLMAN .......................... .. ...... .. .... Sidney, OH 
(B.S .. Wright State University, '78) 
tTHERESA HAFLE .... .... .. ...... ...... ...... .. .... Springfield , OH 
(B.S .. Wright State University, '78) 
REBECCA TITTLE .......... .. ........................ ...... Xenia, OH 
(BA. Wright State University, '77) 
t VICKI VARVEL .................. .. .... .. .... .. .... ......... Xenia. OH 
(B.S .. University of Dayton , '88) (B.S .. Bowling Green State University , '69) 
t ANN FENDER .. .. ...... .... ............................ Hillsboro, OH RICHARD MAJOR ................ ... ................. Dayton. OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University, '63) (BA. Cleveand State University': ' 78) 
t JEANNETTE HASKINS .......... .... .. ... West Jefferson, OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University. '89) 
DAPHNE J. HEDGECOCK .. ................ Grove City, OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University, '89) 
(BA. Cedarville College, '91) 
BARBARA WARD .......... ...... .. ...... .. .. . Spencerville, OH 
(BA, Ohio State University, 78) 
t KIMBERLY WOOSLEY .. .......... .... ... .... .... Columbus. OH 
AMY GARBRECHT .................................... Dayton . OH tANNABELLE MATUSOFF .... ... .. .... ...... .... ...... Xenia , OH 
(B.M .. University of Dayton. '88) (BA . Antioch University. '90) 
GLENN GAULT ........................ .......... West Liberty, OH tJULIE MEDFORD ...... .. .......... .. .. ............. Van Wert. OH 
(BA. Urbana University , '75) (BA. Wright State University, '89) 
(BA, Otterbein College, '82) t JOHN GEORGE ...... .... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .... .. .... .. .. Dayton. OH LYNDA MEEDER ........ ...... .. ........................ Dublin, OH 
(B.S .. University of Dayton. '91 ) (B.S .. Ohio State University, 74) 
ROSEMARY GOODMAN-BARKES .. .. . Grove City, OH MARIA MONASTERIO .... .... .... .. ............. Kettering. OH 
(BA . Ohio State University, '60) (BA . University of Dayton . '92) 
(B.S .. Ohio State University. 7 4) 
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CATHERINE OBERFIELD ........................... Dayton. o t "fANN WALLACE ...................... .................. Dayton. OH 
(B.S .. Bowling Green State University. '88) (B.A.. Ohio State University, '72) 
SUZANNE PETRUSCH ................ ... ....... Centerville. 0 " BELINDA WALLACE ........ ........ .. ........... Columbus. OH 
(B.S .. Trinity University. '85) (B.S .. Central State University. '91) 
tCARMEN RAWE .............................. Worthington.OH SONYA WARE .. ................................... Gahanna. OH 
(B.S .. Pacific Lutheran University. '72) (B.S .. Ohio State University. '92) 
BEATRICE RICH .... ... ... ..... .. ........ .... ... Worthington. OH FELECIA WIGGINS ... ... ..... ..... ......... ...... Columbus. OH 
(B.S .. Carnegie Institute of Technology. '60) (B.S .. Ohio University. '88) 
PATRICIA RINGOLD ................. .. ......... Columbus. OH THEODRIC WILLIAMS ... ...... .. ......................... Ada, OH 
) (B.S.B.A .. Ashland University. '93) 
JILORI RITTER .......................................... Columbus. OH 
(B.S .. Ohio Northern University, '92) 
MARY ZAHM ........................................ Columbus. OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University. '91) (B.A.. Mt. Mercy College. '66) 
GRANT SCHROEDER ........... ................ Columbus. OH DEANNA ZIEGLER ................ .................... Find lay. OH 
(B.S .. University of North Dakota. '86) (B.A.. University of Find lay. • 85) 
tHARI-ALAN SORRICK .... ...... ..... ..... Reynoldsburg.OH LORRAINE ZIEGLER ... ..... ..................... Columbus. OH 
(B.A.. Ohio State University. '71) (B.A.. Ohio Dominican College. '72) 
ELIZABETH STREET ... ... .... .... .. ................ Columbus. OH TIMOTHY R. ZINDORF .. .. ..... .... ... ..... ... . Centerville. OH 
(B.A.. Emory University, '92) (B.A.. Wright State University. '92) 
tGAIL VERWAY ........ ...... ....... .. .............. Columbus.OH 
(B.S .. Western Michigan University. '86) 
SPECIAL EDUCATION/EMR 
CHARLOTTE GAY .. ................ ... .... .. ......... .... . Lima. OH t NATALIE GEIGER .................... ............... Pandora. OH 
(B.S .• Ohio State University. '90) (B.S .. Bowling Green State University. '87) 
SPECIAL EDUCA TION/LD 
CYNTHIA CALOBRISI ... ........ .......... ........ ...... . Lima. OH TRACEY KRAMER ... ......... ......... .... .. New Bremen. OH 
(B.A.. Bluffton College. '74) (B.S .. Ohio State University. '91) 
tLISA ANN COATS ... ................... .. ......... .. ...... Lima. OH ANNA MOTE ........................................ Union City. OH 
(B.A.. Bluffton College. '87) (B.S .. lndlana University. '89) .J\ r[\ 
DORIS KNUTH ... ............. ................. Beavercreek. OH 'l> 
(A.B .. Wilmington College. '65) • 
THE DEGREE-MAITER OF SCIENCE IN TEACHING '!} % 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
tKRISTEN PETERJOHN BROWN .................... Piqua. OH THOMAS JOYNER .. .. .......... .. .......... .... .. Bellbrook. OH 
(B.A. . Middlebury College. '90) (B.S .. Miami University, '79) 
tMARGARET CARPENTER .... .......... ................ Troy. OH t JANE CAROL McCLAIN ......... ....... Spring Valley. OH 
(B.S .. Miami University, '73) 
~ HELEN ELLIS ..... .......................................... Dayton. OH 
(B.A.. Susquehanna University. '72) 
LORETT A SAUNIER ................ .... ... ........ Columbus. OH 
(A.B .. Ohio University. '88) (B.A. . University of Kentucky. · 82) 
AMY FULTZ .... ... .... ... .. .. .. ... .... ..... .. ........... Kettering. OH 
(B.A. . University of Dayton. '90) 
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SECONDARY EDUCATION 
RHONDA COOK ... ................. .. ... ... ............. .. Troy.OH 
(B.A.. University of Dayton. '87) 
SUSAN McCRABB ................................. Kettering.OH 
(B.A.. Purdue University, '93) 
tDANIEL REESE ..... ... .. ...... ................ ............ Hilliard. OH 
(B.S .. University ofToledo. '85) 
t MARY WEST .... ....... .... .. ...... ..... ........ Beavercreek. OH 
(B.S .. Wright State University. • 82) 
JOHN WOESTE ....... ...................... .. ... ..... .. Dayton . OH 
(B.S .. University of Dayton. • 83) 
/ /J ~ 
;;, t-
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING ~ 
JOSEPH LESTINGI, DEAN 
GORDON A. SARGENT, VICE PRESIDENT FOR GRADUATE STUDIES 
d AND RESEARCH 
·-:;~~J;J:· ~ 
THM/:t~- ~lt:ci~NCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING J 
tRICHARD WILLIAM WARD .... .............. Maineville. OH 
(B.C.E .. University of Dayton. '93) 
PAULA ZELESNIK .. .. .......... ................... Centerville. OH 
(B.S .. University of Cincinnati. '84) 
(M.S .. Miami University. '89) 
(B.S.C .. University of Cincinnati. '92) 
IM ;r 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
Cy- PETER J. ANDREWS ................... .... Albuquerque.NM MICHELLE KAY GOECKE ....... ................ . Dayton. OH 
(B.S .. Clarkson University. · 88) (B.S .. University of Illinois. '92) 
JEROLD L. BARLAGE ...... ........................ ..... .. Troy. OH t JOHN GERARD NAIRUS ......... ....... ...... .. Kettering. OH 
(B.E.E .• University of Dayton. '90) 
HIRSCH MICHAEL CHIZEVER ......... Beavercreek. OH 
(B.E.E .• University of Dayton. '89) 
tCEASAR PANDIT A ......................... ... ........ Dayton. OH 
(B.S .. University of Evansville. '86) (B.E .. Bangalore University, '92) 5 M ;r 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRO-OPTICS 
t RONALD J. BROESSEL ......................... ... Dubuque. IA 
(B.S .. University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire. '93) 
VASILIKI EVANGELIA NIKOLAOU ............ Bayside.NY 
(B.S .. St. John's University. '93) 
tin Absentia 
tTHOMAS MELVIN STADTMILLER .......... Cincinnati . OH 
(B.S .. Xavier University. '93) 
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THE DEGREE-MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT 
MICHAEL JOSEPH AKOS ...................... Fairborn. OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University. '91) 
t ROGER ALAN CLARK .............................. Boston . MA 
(B.S .. United States Air Force Academy. '89) 
tSUZANNE MARIE COREJ .......................... WPAFB. OH 
(B.S .. United States Air Force Academy. '92) 
REGINALD ELMORE .... ...... ................ .. Cincinnati.OH 
(B.S .. Southern University & A & M College . '89) 
SANDEEP HATIARKI .... ...... .. .. .. ............ Columbus.OH 
(B.E .. Karnatak University. '90) 
MARVIN ANDERSON INGRAM .. .... Beavercreek. OH 
(B.S.I.E .. Georgia Institute ofTechnology, '82) 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF SCIENCE I 
tKEITH WADE JENSE ............ .... .... .... .......... Dayton.OH 
(B.S .. Brigham Young University. '91) 
TODD MICHAEL PALMER ..................... Kettering.OH 
(B.S .• GMI Engr. & Management Institute . '90) 
tERIC BERNARD ROBERSON .................. Kettering. OH 
(B.S .. United States Air Force Academy. '92) 
tPHILIP S. URBAN .......... ...................... Fayetteville.NC 
(B.S .. Syracuse University. '90) 
tDAVID THOMAS WILLIAMSON ............. Kettering, OH 
(B.S.E .. Wright State University. · 81) 
t JANET LI BETH WILLIAMSON ...... ...... Kettering, OH 
(B.S.E right State University, '83) / /) /v1 
,;;, r ~I 
ERIC ALLEN BUTNER ................ ...... ...... Oakwood. 0 ~ ICHAEL CHARLES MOTE .... .. ...... .. .. .... ....... Enon. OH 
(B.S.E.E .. Virginia Military Institute. '86) CB.A.. Capital Uniyersity. '90) 
t JOSEPH A DuPAY 111 ...................... .. ............ Mesa, AZ 4' RONALD N. NIEHAUS ................ ... Downers Grove. IL 
(B.E.T.. University of Dayton . '88) f«B.S.E .. University of Dayton . '85) 
PHILIP J. KRAUSKOPF .......... ...... ... Huber Heights. OH ILYAS MOHAMMW SYED ... ;- ................. Dayton . OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University, '82) (B.E .. Osmanra University. 92) 
tLANCE ROBERT MEREDITH ...................... WPAFB. OH ~J:b ~ 
(B.S .. United States Air Force Academy, '92) H ~ · 
~~ 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MATERIALS ENGINEERING 
DIANNE MARIE BENSON ...................... Loveland. OH CHRISTOPHER J. RISTICH ........ ..... Huber Heights. OH 
(B.S .. Case Western Reserve University, '90) (B.S.E .. Wright State University, '87) 
d- JOSEPH T. HUNTER .. .. .... ........ .. .................... . Enon, OH 
(B.S.M.S.E .. Wright State University. '93) 
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SPECIALIST DEGREES 
THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
PATRICIA F. FIRST, DEAN 
GORDON A. SARGENT, VICE PRESIDENT FOR GRADUATE STUDIES 
AND RESEARCH 
lliE DEGREE-EDUCATIONAL SPECIAIJST IN EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP 
LAURA NICHOLSON BAKER ...... .. ............ Sidney. OH DONALD L. STEPHAN ...... ...... .... ............... Sidney. OH 
(B.S .. Eastern Kentucky University. · 65) (AB .. Athenaeum of Ohio. '60) 
(M. Ed .. Wright State University. '79) CM.Ed .. Xavier University, '65) 
ELLEN BRANDON .............................. .... .... Sidney. OH t ROBERT w. TENNEY ................................... Sidney, OH 
(B.S .. Bowling Green State University . '85) (B.S .. Wright State University. '76) 
CM.Ed .. Bowling Green State University. '90) (M.S .. University of Dayton. '86) 
GARY R. ELSASS ........................................ Sidney, OH MARGARET WILLIAMS ................ ...... .... ... Sidney. OH 
(B.S .. Miami University, '67) (BA. Ohio Northern University. '77) 
CM.Ed .. Wright State University, '69) (M.S .. University of Dayton. '83) 
MIRIAM S. HOFFMAN .... ...... ...................... Sidney. OH 
(B.S .. Wright State University. '90) 
CM.Ed .. Wright State University. '93) 
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DOCTORAL DEGREES 
THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
ELLIS A. JOSEPH, DEAN 
GORDON A. SARGENT, VICE PRESIDENT FOR GRADUATE STUDIES 
AND RESEARCH 
THE DEGREE - DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP 
JULIE K. BIDDLE .. .. ................................ .. ... Dayton . OH 
(B.S .. State University of New York. 75) 
(M.S .. George Peabody College for Teachers. '78) 
Dissertation: "The Stories of Adolescent Mother: Hearing Their Voices in Context and Community" 
' 
REVEREND RONALD J. NUZZI .... ............. Dayton . OH 
(B.A.. St. Gregory Seminary. 79) 
(M.A. . Mt. St. Mary·s '84) 
Dissertation: · collegial Governance in Selected Formal and Informal Catholic Institutions Past and Present: 
Implications for Catholic School Leadership" 
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
JOSEPH LESTINGI, DEAN 
GORDON A. SARGENT, VICE PRESIDENT FOR GRADUATE STUDIES 
AND RESEARCH 
THE DEGREE-DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ENGINEERING 
MATERIALS ENGINEERING 
MARGARET FRANCES PINNELL ........... Bellbrook. OH 
(B.M.E .. University of Dayton. '88) 
(M.S .. University of Dayton. '88) 
Dissertation: "A Parametric Study of the Factors Affecting the Open and FIiied Hole Performance of Fiber 
Reinforced Composite Materials" 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
JOSEPH ZELINA .... .... ...... .. ...... .. ................ Dayton.OH 
(B.M.E .. University of Dayton. '91) 
(M.S.M.E .. University of Dayton . '92) 
Dissertation: "Combustion Studies in a Well-Stirred Reactor" 
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HONOR GRADUATES 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
RICHARD CARTWRIGHT ....... Electronic Engineering 
Technology 
M. ELIZABETH GLADURA ............ Sport Management 
Program 
JAMES G . KNICKLE .. .... .. .. ................ . Criminal Justice 
CUM IAUDE 
MOHAMMAD AL-RASHIDI .... Electronic Engineering 
Technology 
GRISSELLE E. BELLO .................... .. ........ ..... Economics 
JONATHAN BISTREK .. ........ Mechanical Engineering 
KEVIN CHARLES BOEHMAN .............. .. ... Accounting 
MICHELE KATHLEEN BURKY ...... International Studies 
GREGORY CLEMONS .. .. ... Mechanical Engineering 
MICHELLE E. EBELING .... ............. Exercise Science & 
Fitness Management 
GREGORY D. PERRI ............ .... ...... .. ...... Mathematics 
BRYAN MATTHEW PUSKAR .... .. .. .... .. ....... Accounting 
MOLLY A. SALYERS .................................... Marketing 
VANESSA DIANE SWARTZ .. .................... Biochemistry 
. ,J~-- - . ~~ 
DERICO GREMMO ..... .... ............. Political Science 
MARAN HAMPTON .... .. Mechanical Engineering 
MBERLY A. MIDLAM .... .. ..... Elementary Education 
RISTOPHER MICHAEL PIELA ........... Management 
SUZANNE KUSSMAN REICHERT ........ .. ......... Studio Art 
AMY CHRISTINE WHILDING ........ Exercise Science & 
Fitness Management 
CELENA S. WILLIAMS ............. Secondary Education 
COMMISSIONED IN THE UNITED STATES ARMY 
JONATHAN M. BISTREK .... . Mechanical Engineering JOHN W. STANLEY ............ Mechanical Engineering 
ANDREW R. LOEB .. .. .......... Mechanical Engineering Technology 
Technology 
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ACADEMIC COSTUME 
Academic costumes are as old as the Universities themselves. Practically all of them derive from some 
form of clerical or priestly garb worn by the students and faculty In the Middle Ages. In Europe. each Institution 
seems to have Its own variant of costume. but In America academic costume follows a uniform code drawn 
up by a special commission in 1895. The code has three main parts; that Is, It deals with caps, gowns, and 
hoods. 
The Oxford type cap or mortar-board seems to have evolved from the square biretta of Renaissance 
churchmen. It Is always black and may be of any appropriate material except that velvet Is reserved for 
doctors. The tassel worn with the cap has three variations. First. It may be black for any degree. Second. It 
may be the color of the faculty in which the degree was granted. Third. a tassel made of gold metallic thread 
is reserved to doctors and governing officials of Institutions. At the moment the degree Is awarded, the tassel 
Is switched from the right to the left side of the cap. 
Gowns. which according to the code are all black. are of three kinds. The bachelor's gown Is a relatively 
simple kind falling In straight lines from a fairly elaborate yoke. Its distinguishing characteristic is the long 
pointed sleeve.s. Master's gowns are set apart by a peculiar arrangement of the long sleeves whereby the 
arms emerge from the sleeves through slits at the elbow. The rest of the sleeve dangles and terminates around 
the knee of the wearer In a square end Into which a semi-circle Is cut. In 1960, however. the gown was 
modified. In place of the elbow slit. an opening was made al the wrist and the gown was made to close. The 
doctor's gown is an elaborate costume marked by velvet panels down the front and around the neck as well 
as by three bars of the same material on the bell shaped sleeves. It is cut much fuller than the other gowns 
and unlike them may be ornamented In color. Both the paneling and the sleeve bars may show the faculty 
In which the degree was awarded. 
The hood alone clearly shows the level of the degree. the faculty In which It was given. and the Institution 
which awarded It. The level of the degree Is shown by the size of the hood, the width of the velvet trimming. 
and In the case of the doctor. by the shape. The bachelor's. the master's, and doctor's hoods are three feet. 
three and one-half feet, and four feet long respectively. The velvet trimming In the same order Is two. three. 
and five Inches. This extends all around the hood on the exposed edge. To make a more comfortable flt, It 
Is allowed to narrow to the neck band. This same trimming Identifies the faculty In which the degree was 
awarded. For each faculty there Is a corresponding color so a glance at the trimming Is all that Is needed to 
Identify the faculty. The Institution which awarded the degree Is Indicated by the colored lining. Dayton hoods 
are lined with cardinal red silk crossed by a Columbia blue chevron. 
The color of the faculty referred to above Indicates the field In which the degree was taken. The colors 
seen most often In a Dayton procession, with the fields they represent are: 
White 
Drab 
Light Blue 
Orange 
Brown 
Purple 
Lemon 
Pink 
Apricot 
Dark Blue 
Sage Green 
Golden Yellow 
Scarlet 
Arts, Letters, Humanities 
Commerce. Accountancy, Business 
Education 
Engineering 
Fine Arts 
Law 
Library Science 
Music 
Nursing 
Philosophy 
Physical Education 
Science 
Theology 
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The University of Dayton 
ANTHEM 
On mountain high and hillside, 
O'ver meadow and through dell 
In busy mart and hamlet, 
Where hearts their story tell, 
A clarion voice is ringing, 
It rises, now it falls 
Arouse, all ye of Dayton, 
Your Alma Mater calls. 
U.D., we hear you calling, 
Fidelity's the test, 
Your sons and daughters answer from 
North, South, East and West, 
With measured tread advancing, 
Our emb1.em full in view, 
We sound your praise and pletJ6e 
Our loyalty to the Red and Blue. 
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